
Where we reided since 1936 actually 35
when the war broke out we were in that city and

within approirnately about 15 or 16 dys the

ern rv rcha into that city ari that rart

of Poland that occupied already. The war

didnt end until about three or. four weeks later

but that part of Poland was occupied. within 15

days.

What happened during that threeweek period

Dl During that part of occupation

11 Urnhum.

12 Nothing much because the war was still going on in

13 Poland and until there was complete occupation of

14 all the territories nothing much went on but

15 th.ere was the hardship of the disruption of

16 economic and political life immediately and the

17 occupation didnt start until the sort of there

was complete defeat of the Polish army and the

19 whole territory. Polish territory was occupied by

20 the German army and that was immediately after

21. that they sent in after the army conquest

22 immediately came in the other or.aanization of the

23 German occupation powers which were the Gestapo

24 and the SS and SI and they took over all the

25 function of running the territories.



believe it was about five or six

months later they established general governor

governor you know by the name of Frank who was

directing the daily activities of actually

administering the occupation of the territories.

Of course they immediately as soon as

he took over they started with all different kinds

of decrees as occupational force. Like think

that was within four six weeks after the

10 conclusion of the war which was around the middle

11 of October they issued decrees for the Jews to

12 immediately start wearing yellow arm bands which

13 were the with the Jewish star.

14 There were number of laws which they

15 action not laws orders which they published

16 relating to the behavior of the civilian

17 population like the Jews shouldnt have any

18 contact with the Aryan population and restricting

19 certain activities of the Jewish population.

20 By the way that city where we lived had

21 total population of about 110000 people and out

22 of the 110000 there were approximately 35000

23 Jews in that city.

24 Almost third Jewish

25 Yes. It was fairly large industrial and



commercial city. It was the seat of the province

that particular province there so there was

governor assigned to direct on daily basis the

laws and to enforce laws which were being

published by the governor general whose residence

was in Krakow.

Immediately of course there was

tremendous amount of pressure on the Jewish

population like being picked off the streets by

10 the German police and by the German SS to clean up

11 some damaged buildings and cover up the

12 antiaircraft trenches which were dug in the

13 beginning of the war.

14 Did this happen to you did this happen to friends

15 of yours did you see it happen

16 Oh yes was one of them you know.

17 What were you thinking about then at that time

18 You were young. Did you think this was normal

19 Did you have to ask your parents what was going on

20 No mean we understood quite well that we were

21 the people would be picked and discriminated

22 against by the German occupational forces because

23 it was history from the 30s of what was going

24 on in Germany and by the way think it was in

25 the middle of 1938 that the German government took



that tremendous amount of German Jews who

originally whose ancestry originally they may

be but most of the time it was the ancestors came

from Poland and they took them you must have

heard about it and they took them within few

days and they put them in trains and brought them

to the Polish border.

That was before the war broke out and

they were sitting at the border for number of

10 weeks because Poland wouldnt admit them so they

11 sat there at the border and finally shortly before

12 the war Poland did admit some of them back to

13 Poland but then when the Germans occupied Poland

14 then they brought all these people the Jews who

15 originally either immigrated from Poland or whose

16 parents did immigrate from Poland they were even

17 born in Germany but they were resettled back into

18 Poland so there were Jews from Germany and from

19 Austria and all the native Jews so to speak in

20 Poland were supposed to accept these people. In

21 other words to provide shelter and food.

22 As matter of fact in our apartment

23 we had two persons fromVienna which were sent.

24 They were two women. LOne was widow the other

25 one was married but her husband was known Jew



so he remaind in Vienna but she was sent back in

Poland. They stayed with us for quite while and

so immediately the German authorities started all

kinds of chicanery all kinds of singling out the

Jew for certain tasks and you know they would

after they decreed that every Jew had to wear an

arm band with blue star the Jews were

recognizable on the street and any time the

Germans needed some work force they would just go

10 out on the street and pick those people up and have

11 them work for the day and they would be released

12 at the end of the day but that went on

13 continuously for quite while.

14 Then eventually within about six months

15 the Jews come in they were told to establish

16 sort of governing party which was called the

17 Judenrat and

18 They had that in most ghettos didnt they

19 No that was before the ghetto. There was no

20 ghetto yet but they selected number of they

21 had list of which they obtained most likely from

22 the city hail of Jews and professions and

23 professiona1s like doctors and some well

24 established merchants and they told them you are

25 going to be the Judenrat and you have to you



are assigned the function of speaking for the

Jewish community and also executing the orders

which we are going to give you.

So that was established approximately

around well the war ended in the middle of

October and that was established within about four

weeks around the middle of November of v39

Prnonq the tasks for the Judenrat was

that they had to deliver daily quota of workers

10 to serve the different German outfits like they

11 established police headquarters in the city they

12 established headquarters in the city an SS

13 headquarters in the city they established

14 Gestapo and they required workers to do the

15 cleaning sweeping and you know all related kind

16 of chores.

17 Could ask you to clarify two things. You make

18 distinction between Gestapo and SS. Can you tell

19 me the distinction please

20 Well the SS was primarily an arm of military

21 arm political military unit which was well

22 how can compare it to SS stands for

23 Sonderdeinst which means special service and it

24 was unit which woul4 enforce in occupational

25 territories. Well they existed in Germany too



and they were the right the armed forces of

Himrnler and in occupational territories they

served the function of terrorizing basically the

population keeping the population completely under

the lid because the army didnt have that

function. The army was primarily there were

bases in each in some areas where the army was

there in their barracks but they didnt

participate.

10 In the civilian

11 In civilian matters so it was the function of the

12 SS.

13 And the Gestapo

14 Gestapo is basically it was Serheidst

15 police which means security police. In other

16 words it was police which would primarily

17 function was political function to investigate

18 any movements against the German authorities.

19 So who staffed the camps

20 Who staffed the camps

21 Was it Gestapo was it SS

22 SS yes. That was the function of SS. Gestapo was

23 primarily they would arrest and interrogate and

24 investigate criminal ctivities against the German

25 state. That was their function.



So the war was over edicts were passed

Different yeah constantly almost every day there

was new edict. Within weeks of the end of the

war there were tremendous amount of edicts passed

against the Jews like no travel by rail was

allowed. The Jews were forbidden to travel by

rail. In other words you couldnt go and buy

ticket and get on railroad from one city to

another.

10 You couldnt leave

11 At that point it wasnt yet completely in force

12 because you could travel by horse and bike.

13 And you could cross the border

14 No borders no. Cross borders where No once

15 Poland was occupied there was no

16 There was no

17 There was no possibility of crossing borders any

18 more. mean there were to the west you had

19 Germany and to the south you had Czechoslavakia

20 which was occupied by Germany too and to the east

21 you had Soviet Russia and you couldnt cross there

22 either because part of the German army was

23 occupying Poland so Russia came into Poland too

24 and occupied the eastern part of Poland. They had

25 the prior agreement between Ribentrop and Molotov



there was agreement once the war started each of

them. In other words the German army after the

war started they went to certain point and they

stopped and then the Russians came in and they took

the other part the eastern part of Poland.

So there was no escape but now as

far as travel from one city to another you could

still do it but not by the railroad but with

other means like horse and bike for instance or

10 at that point still you could travel by bicycle

11 from one town to another but that was stopped

12 too because within think it was shortly in the

13 beginning of 1940 which was some time they issued

14 an edict that all the Jews had to turn in bicycles.

15 Of course had bicycle but didnt

16 turn it in because just hid it and at the same

17 time they also issued an edict that all the Jews

18 had to turn in their furs and all these edicts

19 came with the threat of being shot.

20 If you didnt comply

21 If you didnt comply.

22 And everybody had fur coats to keep them warm

23 Of course during the wintertime. It was very

24 popular garment in Poand because of the cold.

25 Did your family turn in their furs



Jo

We did turn in some but not all.

Werent you scared thouqh

About what

Well you hac your bike

Well hid it. couldnt use it because no

as matter of fact was still using it because

at that point was still not not that wasnt

afraid but was quite daring. didnt comply

with wearing arm band. At that time was not

10 recognized as typical in other words the

11 Germans had so to speak

12 Stereotype

13 Stereotype opinion of how Jew should look and

14 didnt look typical Jew so was moving around

15 freely without an arm band and was also using my

16 bicycle. As matter of fact in the first few

17 months was traveling little rather little

18 extensively because there was shortage of food

19 because of the disruption during the war of

20 transportation and everything so the cities did

21 suffer shortage of food.

22 So would get up in the morning

23 would take my bike and go out ten or 15 miles to

24 the villages and buy some things from the peasants

25 and bring it home and was quite successful in



that because the Germans couldnt recognize me as

Jew.

Couldnt someone have been informed on

The only threat to the Jew who didnt look like

Jew was the Pole.

Was pretty considerable threat

They did know much better and they could much

better recognize Jew than German so sometimes

it would happen that the Germans would go out on

10 the streets and they would have collaborator

11 Pole.

12 When they needed some people to work

13 with then they would go out with the Pole and the

14 Pole would point out who the Jews were.

15 Now when did you need to have papers on your

16 person or on the street When did that happen

17 That happened within few months after the end of

18 the war. They issued everyone had to have

19 socalled Kencotter which is document

20 identifying who you are and what you are and they

21 were issued by the City Hall. Everybody had to

22 register but and of course on those cards it

23 stated whether you are Jew or not. In other

24 words Pole for the Poles it said Pole and on the

25 card for the Jew it said Juder.



Was there possibility of gtting buying false

papers

Well yes there were possibilities because Jew

at that point at that oint in time the Jew

wasnt didnt feel the nreure yet so he

didnt or the danger yet so he didnt do

anythinq.
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They were put into these businesses to become the

kommissars and they would run the businesses and

the profits they would take the profit and just

pay only small amount to the owners. So we had

similar situation. Our factory was taken over by

one of these folks and my father and my older

brother and we would be working there. They

would pay us just token because he wouldnt know

anything about the business. We were running the

business but he would he would take the profit

and just pay us token. But at the same time they

would obtain for us we would foreign word

which was work and payment so when the ghetto

after about week or so the ghetto was the

factory was closed

Q. WEEK AFTER YOU MOVED IT WAS CLOSED

A. Yea. They put up fences and post guards outside so

we still could go out because we had the work

permit to work outside and would we would leave

in the morning go to work and come back in the
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A. evening and of course the economic condition once

they closed the ghetto was became very very bad.

Up to that point you could deal with the Poles and

obtain food stuff and by trading with them for

money or for giving them service or giving them

clothing or some other things you could obtain

all kinds of meats and dairy products and all those

things. Of course must emphasize that the dis

tribution of food was completely went completely

to nothing. In other words stores didnt have

anything to sell.

Q. IN THE GHETTO

A. No even in general in the whole city. The way the

food stuffs were trained was that it was on kind

of you had to know somebody.

Q. BLACK MARKET

A. Well sort of black market. The official ration

which was issued by the Germans was just

pittance. They would distribute cards ration

cards on the basis of you would receive cant

remember exactly what it was but something like

that. kilo or two kilo of bread week. piece

of cant remember what it was about half

kilo or something of meat some other cereals and

things like this. But that was just enough for
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day or two. The rest you tiad to obtain on the

black market which was quite flourishing because

Poland had enough food stuff to feed despite the

war to feed the population. So it after the

point of entering the ghetto it wasnt too

difficult to obtain food but then once they closed

the ghetto then the problems started because they

would issue the official rations for the Jewish

population and that would be distributed once

week and that was very small. If the Pole received

two kilo of bread the Jew would only get one. So

it was fractional of what the Pole received. So

there was hunger really started in the ghetto

especially among the population which had no means

in other words they didnt have enough money

saved up money from previously they were always

on the fringe of their economy and they always had

to depend on daily basis for whatever they earned

to feed themselves and these people when they came

already were in very bad shape. Immediately they

had to depend on the _________ set up kitchen

which was distributing soup once day and piece

of bread to these people and but otherwise they

had to depend only on the ration they received.
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Q. DID THEY SHARE FOOD

A. Did they share food

Q. YES.

A. Not really. No really. No. You see whats

happening in an economy like this is that people

start to get hungry right away and they become

rather selfish. In other words they feel that if

they can obtain something they need it for them

selves and they wouldnt share it. So in our case

we were fortunate in that respect that we had these

work permits and could go outside and my brother

and had number of acquaintances and friends

among the Polish population and would they

would bring would buy from them. They would

bring the food and would be able to in the

beginning it wasnt too difficult to carry in.

Q. TO SNEAK FOOD BACK

A. Into the ghetto.

Q. THEN IT GOT HARDER

A. As time went on it went harder. So later on

when it got very difficult to bring it in would

was working in the factory. There is lot of

saw dusk and what do you call it there

Q. SHAVINGS
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A. Shavings. From the machines. So would carry

every day would have sack big sack bag

packed with shavings but of course in between

there was package or so of food stuff which

so even even if they started to you know the

sack was usually that big so if somewhere in

between there was some packages so could carry in

quite bit of food so in that respect we had we

were getting by without having too much of

problem.

Q. HOW DID YOU JUSTIFY BRINGING IN THE SHAVINGS

A. Oh for heating purposes. All you could get you

would use the shavings to heat we didnt have

there was no gas. Cooking was done in wood burning

ovens stoves and you would use the shavings for.

Q. WOULD THEY LET YOU DO THAT

A. They didnt stop they didnt stop that. As

matter of fact would sometimes bring in bundle

of not the shavings but pieces of wood which was

cut left over from certain manufacturing but

would carry that through.

Q. DID THEY EVER CATCH YOU WITH FOOD

A. No. No. the situation started to get very bad
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within less than year.

Q. THATS WHEN THEY STARTED TO LIQUIDATE

A. No. They didnt start to liquidate the

liquidation of the ghetto didnt start until April

42 that was year later. Over year. By the

way within that year of course lot of hardship

especially during the winter the population

started to die. It wasnt as drastic as in big

city like Warsaw.

Q. WAS THERE TYPHUS

A. Yea. There was. In fact it was very common in

most of the ghettos. There was always sort of

outbreak everywhere once in while there were

people being taken to and they would die

usually it was there were two kinds of Typhus.

One was from vermin which carried the infection.

Q. GRASS

A. No. weeks lice and things that would infect

people. The other one was sometimes from was

stomach Typhus. And that must was during the

summer and people would eat not only from drink

ing water but also from certain foods. They would

cook some actually would take some weeds and cook

from that they could get the other type of Typhus.
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The liquidation of the ghetto started in the early

spring of 42 and it came very suddenly. think

Keltzer was one of the very early ghettos which was

liquidated. think it was the second or third

large population area which was picked. But you

know there was no there was almost no communica

tion between once again know any information

coming through was almost nonexistent.

Q. WAS THERE AN UNDERGROUND THERE

A. Well not really. Not in that particular because

there was no there was there was kind of

little bit of nucleus of young people getting

together but it wasnt truly effective because

there were no means of getting anything out

whatsoever from the cause cause know for fact

because and cousin of mine we would constant

ly go out we had some contact with the Poles and

we tried to get established some kind of dialect

and contact with some of the Polish underground

but they never would commit themselves in any way

whatsoever. In other words.

Q. THE POLISH RESISTENCE

A. Yea. In other words the Polish resistence which

was at that time in Poland was primarily
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movement which was directed from London and for

them the Jew didnt have any meaning. They didnt

feel that they had to in any way help the Jew or

consider the Jew as worthwhile cause to help out.

Q. SO THE POLISH RESISTENCE WAS REALLY NO DIFFERENT

THAN THE POLISH PEOPLE.

A. No. Absolutely not. There was no help whatsoever.

Even in Warsaw where the Polish resistence was

much stronger and bigger one the help they gave

the Jewish organization was negligable almost

nonexistent.

Q. TELL ME ABOUT THOSE ORGANIZATIONS WHAT DID YOU

SEE WHAT DID YOU KNOW ABOUT WHAT DID YOU FIND OUT

ABOUT

A. Well we didnt find out too much about it. There

was almost no prior one and not only warning

there was no prior understanding or no inkling of

what they were doing because the official

publication the official reason for liquidating

the ghetto was by the Germans was that the Jews

are being resettled into the eastern part of the

country in other words they occupied big part

of Soviet Russia so the Jews would go to the

eastern part of the country.
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Q. OF RUSSIA

A. Well they the western part of Russia but the

eastern part of Poland. And they would be

resettled there and they might work in factories

in agriculture and they will become productive an

element of the German nation.

Q. AT THAT POINT THE LIQUIDATION DURING THE YEAR

WHAT DID YOU THINK THE SITUATION WAS GOING TO GO.

DID YOU THINK REALISTICALLY THAT IT WOULD GET

BETTER OR WORSE

A. No. It was getting worse. As the time went down

it was getting worse but there was no up to that

point individual Jews were taken out of the ghetto

for some reason or another whether intellectuals

doctors lawyers and things like this and they

were arrested and sent to Auschwitz.

Q. BUT YOU DIDNT KNOW THEY WERE BEING SENT. YOU

FOUND OUT..

A. No. No. We knew. As said there were no mass

arrests. There were singular individuals

people like group of or that would be

taken some professional people. And we knew that

they were being sent to concentration camp.

Q. AND DID YOU NOW WHAT WAS HAPPENING TO THEM THERE
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A. No. Tney were being sent to concentration camps

and after awhile you know usually at that point

we still kind of had form that this German

would send form to the ghetto family that the

particular person died of illness or something like

this.

Q. SO YOU KNEW THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS EXISTED

A. Oh yes. This we knew.

Q. EVEN AUSCHWITZ

A. Auschwitz existed and

Q. THAT THE EXTERMINATION MACHINERY STARTED UP UNTIL

A. No. We didnt know about the existence of

extermination camps. There was difference.

Q. YES

A. No. That we didnt know.

Q. SO YOU DIDNT BUY THE THING ABOUT THE DYING OF AN

ILLNESS

A. No. Of course we didnt buy it. We knew that

either he was tortured or shot or killed but

basically these were not mass arrests. They were

just groups of people taken. And so there was no

inkling of what so when the announcement came

actually it wasnt an announcement but one morning
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early in the morning oclock in the morning

think it was all of sudden we would go my

father and and my brother would go early to work

usually would wake up around oclock to leave

at and all of sudden when we woke up we heard

some our house was close to the fence which

divided the Polish side from the ghetto and all of

sudden we heard some marching footsteps and

we lived on the 2nd or 3rd floor and we could see

out to the Polish side and we saw that battalions

of SS were setting up guards along the fence. And

then within half hour later the guys marched in

whole battalion what they did the ghetto

was fairly large area so they broke it up in

three parts they surrounded it. The part where

we lived was the first part surrounded. It might

of had population of about 6000 or 8000 in that

particular area. They marched in they surrounded

it earlier and they marched in and they with the

Jewish police which was acting in was when they

started to announce through the loudspeaker to

immediately leave the houses and gather at cer

tain area at certain street it was actually

square and we were only allowed to take something
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like 20 kilograms of clothing food stuff and

things like that. In other words one sack full of

and to be out within 10 15 minutes or 20 minutes

cant remember something like this so of

course

Q. LETS STOP FOR JUST MOMENT

END OF TAPE SIDE
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BEGIN TAPE SIDE

Starts in the middle of sentence
i4- t0

panic developed among the population there you

just dressed and packed something some clothing

with you and you tooK some food stuff with you in

bag and you left your house and you walked toward

the thing but this is just kind of dry

commentary but actually what was happening the

SS was all over. They were shooting people.

Q. RANDOMLY

A. Randomly. Yes. As they were going or

Q. THEY WERENT QUICK ENOUGH

A. As they were not quick enough to leave their

apartment. There was screaming yelling beating

shooting people. They were all over the place.

Finally by about 800 clock within hours they

gathered all the people from that particular area

we were all standing on the square lined up and of

course most of the families were standing

together parents and children but everybody was

lined up and they at that point the big high

ranking officers of the Gestapo and SS came with

high ranking officers of the Jewish police and from

the Unerrot and they were walking around the row of
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the people and people were of course surrounded

with SS with machine guns and they would remove

certain some people oicay now what they wanted

as they were walking around they asked for

working cards who was working what trades so

you had to show them and out of the 6000 or 7000

people they selected approximately about 500 or 600

people they took out because the German had

different industries in the city and some of the

Jews were employed there and they had these work

cards from these particular industries so they

would pull these people out among them were

there was my father my brother and myself. And

this was the last time saw the rest of the

family.

Q. NOW WAS FRANKA ALREADY INTERNED

A. No. Yes. She left already. Yea. My sister whom

you met in Washington she left about just right

after they closed the ghetto. She left the city

and she went to Warsaw and she was able to obtain

Aryan papers and she was we didnt know of course

hear any more from her from that point on. She

wasnt able to get in touch with us. But my other

sister and my younger brother and my mother were
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we were marched off into the other part of the

ghetto which wasnt yet being liquidated and they

put us in the building in the synagogue building

and the rest of the population of that particular

area there were marched to siding railroad

siding which was not far away and they were loaded

into cattle cars and they were told that they were

going they were going to travel to the eastern

part of Poland that they will be resettled in

colonies and they will be working there and living

there.

Q. HOW DID YOU KNOW THIS

A. Well that is what the speech was. They made the

speech. The high ranking officer from the Gestapo

and at that at around noon time believe the

train left the city.

Q. WHERE DID THE TRAIN GO

A. The train went straight to Treblinka. Then two

days later. We were in that synagogue approxi

mately about 500 of us so two days later in the

meantime the whole ghetto was completely surround

ed. Nobody could leave. Two days later then again

they surrounded another section quarter of the

ghetto and the same procedure went. In the mean-
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time people were being killed constantly during

these actions so we the 500 people they selected

which were in that synagogue we had to after

each selection after each liquidation of

quarter we had to go out and gather the corpses and

bury them. They designated small area where we

had to dig.

Q. MASS GRAVE

A. Yea. mass grave. Yea. Then after the second

selection they also mean the second liquidation

the second quarter they again selected few

hundred people and they put them in the synago

gue. We were sitting on the floor. At that point

there were close to 1000 of us. And two days

later they did the third part of the city which was

the final part and again the same things. They did

the same thing by removing few hundred people and

and the rest sending

Q. ALL TO TREBLINKA

A. All to Treblinka by train. Subsequently you know

that after that few weeks later saw some

Poles and they told me that the trains the people

were put into those trains packed in cattle cars

and those trains were sitting on the siding for
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about day or more without any water or food and

people were collapsing and dying in the car itself.

There were screams and begging of water and the

Pole well you couldnt come near it because the

trains itself were surrounded by SS and not only SS

but they had already special special brigade of

Soviet Russia Ukranians who were serving under the

military the German command some of them were

even more cruel than the SS. They were Ukrainians

and Lithuanians. They served in the special they

were called zondokomxnandos special kornmandos.

They were specializing in torturing and killing

there of the civilian populations and okay

when the final quarter of the ghetto was liquidated

and they left approximately about oh would say

about 3000 or 4000 people about 4000 out of

approximately 35000. We were in the synagogue and

that was on the final day they decided that they

left too many because they we had to come out

from the synagogue and line up outside in the

square near the synagogue all these people that

were left.

Q. WERE THEY MOSTLY MEN

A. Mostly men. There were some women. But would
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say about 80% or more were men. They allowed

mostly the women which were left were wives of

officials from the Unerrott and the Jewish police

or if Jewish policeman didnt have wife then

he took some girl to save this way or his sister

and told them that this is his wife and they didnt

check. But in the final day before they sent the

last transport away they took us out from the

synagogue and lined us up and we had to whenever

the high ranking officers from the Gestapo standing

there and they would have each of us walk step

out and walk by and announce to him where we are

employed on that basis we were left but where

we were employed. So this was something. He

would say you would announce where you were

employed and either they would send you back in

into the synagogue or tell you to go on this side.

And out of this 4000 or 5000 people they selected

another at least another 1000. They put aside

and they marched them off to the last transport to

include.

Q. TO TREBLINKA

A. Yea. And thats when my father and my brother
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were taken out at that point and was left alone.

Q. DID YOU UNDERSTAND WHY MEAN WHY DID THEY CHOOSE

THEM IT SEEMS LIKE YOU WERE WORKING AT THE SAME

PLACE.

A. Yes. We announced at exactly the same the same

name of the factory the fact is that my father

was the first one to announce and they sent him to

the south. And then wasnt standing near by but

when we lined up was few rows little father

down. And then my brother came out and he

announced the same thing and they send him the same

way.

Q. WHAT DID YOU THINK AT THAT POINT DID YOU THINK

DID YOU KNOW WHERE THEY WERE GOING

A. Well dont know. Well it didnt look like they

were going to remain here. It looked like they

were being sent somewhere. Because the people who

remained here were sent into the building and they

had to stay outside in the side on the other side

of the square. So when my turn came came forward

and said the same thing where was employed.

And he said and was going to go this way and he

said no go this way.

Q. DID YOU WANT TO GO WITH YOUR FATHER AND BROTHER
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A. Of course. Of course.

Q. YOU DIDNT KNOW WHAT THE CONSEQUENCES WERE AT THAT

POINT.

A. No. At that point didnt know what they but

felt that wanted to be with them. But was

denied it and was sent back into the building.

Well in that building we were there for about

couple of weeks to and we were doing some clean

ups in all these empty houses. What we were doing

we had to remove clothing furniture whatever

the Germans wanted and throw them on trucks and

they would cart them off they would send them

somewhere. After two weeks in that synagogue then

they designated small area of the previous

ghetto number of houses and they marched off

there and they surrounded it with guards and we

were given quarters where to live. Within another

week or so they started to march us out again to

work to these working places where we were.

Q. WHERE YOU HAD PREVIOUSLY WORKED

A. Worked. Yea. In other words they set up

kommandos number of manufacturing facilities

where we would be assigned to work. That was going

on for and that was strictly work camp
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situation. In other words you had no you had no

possessions anymore. You just had your clothing

and there was kitchen where you would be fed and

ration of bread would be distributed every

morning and you would go six oclock in the morning

you would march out to work and you would come back

at six in the evening. And that was six days

week.

Q. BEFORE YOU WERE STARTING TO SAY THAT SOME POLES

TOLD YOU SOMETHING

A. Well when this work camp was established on

Sundays we at that time we didnt have to work

yet. So on Sunday despite the guards around had

way of getting out from the work camp and would

go on the Aryan side had some people friends

from before the war friends of my parents from

before the war and they that was already

number of weeks at least months after the whole

liquidation and would go out and spend some

time with them and they did bring me information

that apparently started to filter through that

from the people who worked on the railroad the

Poles who worked on the rails were taking those

trains to Treblinka. The way the train they
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didnt couldnt see anything. The way the train

would come to Treblinka was that you would travel

to Treblinka and few kilometers outside Treblinka

the Polish crew would have to get off and there was

special crew German crew would drive the

train into the camp and then it would be unloaded

and they would bring the train back out and the

Polish would take it take it back empty. But

actually it wouldnt go back empty. They would

the train these cars would be loaded up with

clothing really stashed up transport after

transport.

Q. WITH POSSESSIONS.

A. Clothes. So these people were able to they

talked to some people who lived in within 10 15

or 20 kilometers of that area who told them about

it there was lot of smoke coming out from the

site. And thats the only knowledge we had that

obviously there is camp there which is liquida

tion camp. Nobody is traveling to the east. That

there is process of liquidating the Jews and

disposing of their corpses in crematoriums or

burning them. That was the first kind of inkling.

There was no nothing but this was the first
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kind of inkling of what was going on and lot of

people still couldnt believe that anything like

this is happening. So

Q. WHAT ABOUT YOU

A. Well. Myself wasnt too convinced that these

kinds of things could happen. mean it was

difficult difficult thing to convince anybody

about something like this.

Q. HOW DID YOU GET OUT OF THE GHETTO

A. Well that wasnt even ghetto anymore. That was

work camp.

Q. YOU SAID YOU HAD SPECIAL WAY TO SNEAK OUT.

A. Oh how to get out was able to at certain

points in the fence would watch for certain

time or rather change or something and jump over

or climb over and there was certain spot where

could it was block mixed with the Polish

population there which was nearby and there was

street that had some foot traffic and there was an

area.

Q. HOW DID YOU GET BACK IN

A. Same way. was doing it quite number of times.

Q. IS THAT HOW YOU FIRST GOT THE IDEA JUST TO ESCAPE

FROM THERE
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A. No. didnt escape. That working camp was until

about little about or months later they

the authorities decided that these working places

we were working to doesnt serve too much of

war effort for the Germans so they one morning

they came in and they took about few hundred of

us and they put us on trucks and they carted us off

to city which was approximately about 60

kilometers away to the north where there was

big munition factory and there was big concentra

tion camp for approximately 3000 people actually

there were two camps one was about 5000 people

and the other one another 2000 or 3000 people in

nearby location. That was big munition factory

which was manufacturing all kinds of war materials

for the German army.

Q. DO YOU NOW WHAT THE CAMPS WERE CALLED

A. Buchenwald was called Granite from grenade

cause that was the name the Polish name thats

what used to be Polish factory before the war

but the Germans changed it to cant remember

the name of it now but it was very large

munition factory and the camp was pretty large. As

said there were two camps one was where was
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and the other was very bad situation because

the people who worked there after about or

weeks became yellow brownish from chemical which

they were using in manufacturing something which

was used in the powder for bombs and things like

this so within or weeks the whole body the

face and everything became very dark yellow

color. Its chemical Its chemical which is

solely being used in manufacturing of munition and

of course the working conditions in this particular

camp was terrible. We worked from in the morning

till in the evening days week and all we

got was liter of soup at lunch time we stopped

for lunch for about 1/2 an hour and they distri

buted watery soup and in the evening when we got

back to the camp from the factory to the camp

they distributed another soup and piece of bread

and we slept in barracks on without any just on

straw without any covers or anything like this

where with whatever clothing we had on our back

this is what we had and so there was very bad

situation as far as put people were starving and

dying of starvation and the working condition in

the factory was very very bad there was con
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stantly being watched and you had to work very

hard. We were there about my cousin and we

were together we were there about or months

already and we saw that if this was going to last

another few months we werent going to make it so

we started to look for way to get out and during

every day during that lunch time which was half

an hour we would being in the factory the

factory was removed from the camp so it was in

different area and you werent so carefully

watched as in the camp so we would wander around

little bit around the buildings and we at some

point from that particular building where we were

working there was the fence already of the factory

on the outside and on the other side of fence the

factory was located in forest kind of area and

there was high fence with barbed wire around it

and guards stationed at certain intervals on towers

so after few weeks of exploring this area we

finally decided that it was possible to escape by

watching the way the guards changed and the way the

procedure is. So at the every few weeks they

would change us from day shift to night shift in

other words the day shift would work from to
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and the night shift would come in at and work

until in the morning. So they would march us in

at that particular week we were on the night

shift. They would march us in usually at least

about half an hour to 45 minutes before the shift

changed so we were inside the factory around

little after oclock. So at that from until

the shift changed we could do anything just sit

around and wait until our shift comes and walk

around the building. At this point we kind of

moved away from the group from that particular

building and slowly inched our way over to the area

we selected for to go over and on previous

occasions we noticed that there was small shed

near the fence which had some empty wooden casks so

when we got there we rolled one out and got it over

to where we got it over to the fence so we could

Q. WAS IT STILL LIGHT OUT

A. Oh yea. It was early oclock at that time it

was kind it started to get little on the dark

side but it was still light so we got it over to

the fence and quickly got on top of it and pulled

ourselves up it was high wall plus on top was

barbed wire and on the other side there was deep
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drop into but the forest was within oh 10 15

yards

TAPE SIDE

We selected specific time when there was kind of

null or the guard was at different point at

this time and we got on the fence and pulled

ourselves over on the other side and jumped down

and tore my pants on the barbed wire coming down

on the other side and we quickly ran into the

forest. Once we were in the forest there was no

danger of anybody seeing us the danger could have

come from patrols which might be patroling the

area. So we didnt actually 15 20 minutes we

were on the run we were running inside the forest

really good run and so we made at least

couple of miles in 15 20 minutes and from that

point it started to get dark and we slowed down and

we selected certain direction through the forest

and were walking the rest of the evening in the

forest until finally we caine to the highway.

knew there was going to be highway which was

leading south from that city. At that point it was

fairly it really must have already about 10 miles

away from the camp and it was fairly dark and there
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was no there was no danger now that anybody would

be walking on the highway so we walked along the

highway but keeping the forest was running

along the highway so we just walked along the at

some point in the evening it must have been about

dont know around oclock or so there was

Polish teamster was traveling through the forest

and driving and was loaded with something and he

saw us so he yelled to us hey stop so we

stopped and walked we walked over to him and

said what do you want so he says you ran

away from that camp you know the Poles used to

get if they caught somebody they used to get

liter of Vodka or sugar for bringing somebody in

and so he said you ran away from the camp so

said to him why what is that to you Not in

threatening words so he said Im going to take

you back so said put my hands in my pocket

and said okay you want to try so he kind of

backed off and he said okay you better get back

into the forest and he took off. So we took off

too and got back into the forest and we were

traveling along the forest. We slept that night in

the forest and then the following day we sometime
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around noontime we arrived into Keltzer. We came

back to the city where we where they originally

tooic us out.

Q. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO GO THERE

A. Well decided to go back there first of all

there was still small work camp there one

that wasnt fact but had an uncle or friends

Polacks and thought would be able to

establish some sort or knew that they had

some contact with the partisans. So we got back to

Keltzer and we hid in warehouse where where we

used to live before the ghetto was there you know

the house where we there was large manufacturer

and there was warehouse and we got in there and

we kind of bedded down and the following day we

went out and we went to see some people and they

couple of those guys Id known had forgotten

all about it when we came back to Keltzer we

walked into Polish woman whom Id known and she

cause we were dirty and unwashed she took us in

and fed us we were hungry because we didnt eat

anything for about 24 hours all we had was

piece of bread when we escaped she fed us and she

let us bathe and then she had room and she put us
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in there and she put closet door and sealed

of and there was no window in this room it was

kind of dark room and we stayed there couple of

days and then in the evening we would come out and

would make contact with some of the guys that had

promised me and she would call them and they

would come and would talk with them. They kept

promising that they would get contacts made but

after two days she wasnt couldnt take

advantage of her being put in danger so we left and

we went to that warehouse where we stayed. And we

were there for almost two weeks.

Q. THE WAREHOUSE FOR TWO WEEKS

A. Yea. Trying to get some people to get us in

contact. But we werent successful at all. They

would had some friends there. They would bring

us food and feed us but nothing happens all the

time and after two weeks it wasnt getting anywhere

so we walked back into the at that point that

camp where it was originally located and the

previous ghetto was completely liquidated and they

took the rest of the people and they put them

there was large steel factory and they made

camp next to the factory. They put them back to
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work and there were total of only about 600

people left so we walked out from that warehouse

and we some of these people were next to the

factory there was siding where they were

unloading from railroad so we kind of got among

them and walked in with them into that small camp

and we stayed there only that was in the

beginning of 1943 and we stayed there about the

camp was in existence it was relatively easy

camp because it was small and the director of the

factory was German but he wasnt he didnt let

the SS or anybody mingle in his affairs. He had

his own guards who transpired in the camp and who

were fairly comfortable there. mean the rations

were good everybody did their work and the

rations and that lasted for about months and then

yea that was late in 43 and the Germans decided

that they dont want any more Jews there and one

day the SS surrounded the camp despite the

protestation of that man he couldnt do anything

and they ordered us up in railroad cars and we

didnt know where we were going for awhile but then

as we as the trained turned in certain

direction and certain line it became quite clear
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that this was the direction to Auschwitz. So we

traveled about took about hours. We got to

Auschwitz around think it was about or

oclock in the afternoon and the train was coming

in and there was the big gate with big sign

Albiet and the train pulled in and

the we had to jump out surrounded by SS dogs

we had to jump out and line up on the platform and

then again they selected

Q. WAS DR. Mengele SELECTING

A. No when the transport was coming in. He wasnt

selecting. No. They had other officers who were

standing there. You go left you go right you go

left you go right... so was selected on one side

and we were marched off to one of the barracks and

we that was AuschwitzBerkennow which was the

extermination camp. The day couple of days

before we came in besides our transport other

transports came from some other camps days

before there was camp Auschwitz was divided

in different camps and there was also camp for

gypsys and couple of days before we came in that

camp was emptied they were marched off to the

crematorium there were about 12 or 14000 gypsys
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there and we were put into that camp and at that

point they register you they tattoo you they give

you nuither and of course you go as tney marcii

you from the train they march you to the camp which

is called El Dorado it was called

Q. Cant understand the comment

A. The reason why it was called the El Dorado is

because you see only people when they come by

train and the march to the showers you had to

take everything off completely naked and leave

your clothes outside and then they marched you in

well supposedly showers us they did march into

the showers that group did

Q. DID YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT THE OTHER SHOWERS WERE

A. No not yet. Because the prisoners who were

working there when they saw us they told us that no

we were going to be marched into the Enklosen

which is Enklosen in other words they would

completely shave your heads and all the hair and

everything from your body and they would all your

clothing is taken away. They should scrub you with

some kind of chemical and your body would be

which was eatting your skin almost

Q. OHMY
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A. It was some kind of lye and the people the

prisoners who worked there there was koinmandant

and what was called El Dorado Kominando who worked

there there would only work there about between

and months every months they would be

changed. They would be gassed and new kommando

would be organized. They trained us to collect all

the clothing and everything and from the gas

chamber.

Q. THIS IS THE CENTER COMMAND

A. No. That that was special work kommando

prisoners they were prisoners just like we

were. They would be selected to work in that area.

That was separate area from the rest of camp.

They would be working there to remove the bodies

from the gas chambers and remove gold and teeth and

whatever.

Q. WAS THAT NOT CALLED THE ZONDOKOMMANDO

A. Zondokommando. No that was different.

Q. THAT WAS DIFFERENT.

A. No. That wasnt the zondokommando. No that was

the camp was called Canada. Yea and they would be

in charge of collecting all the things for the

German authorities but they would only last there
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about months every months or so they would

liquidated and new group established. So after

that we were we came out from the showers and

they give us new prison garb jacket and pants.

Q. HAVE QUESTION TO ASK. WHO TATTOOED YOU WAS

IT PRISONER WHO TATTOOED YOU

A. Yes. special kommando too who was doing it.

They were from the Shritzsterber which is the

the office the administration they had big

administration office. They were employed there.

They had 300 people there keeping records. The

Germans were very good at keeping excellent records

exactly they had to know everything what they

Q. WHY DO YOU THINK THEY WERE LIKE THAT THE

EFFICIENCY.

A. They liked order so they had whole place

what your occupation is what kind how much

experience you had in that occupation and so on.

After we were there in Auschwitz-Berkennow for

about or weeks then we started to find out

from the older prisoners cause there were

number of prisoners carpus who would come and

they were the leaders of differant camps and they

would tell us what was going on and in that area
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Q. WERE THEY CZECH

A. They were different nationalities Poles Czech

Frenchmen some Belgians mostly Poles. Yea and

mostly they were in that particular camp

Auschwitz mostly they were some were criminal

prisoners but most of them were political

prisoners. And of course there was each had

different designation. There was little triangle

political prisoner had red triangle

criminal had black and there were some greens for

some other homosexuals had different color

triangle there were all designations.

Q. IS THERE TRIANGLE WITH YOUR TATTOO

A. No just number.

Q. SPOKE WITH WOMAN WHO HAD BENEATH HER NUMBER

THERE WAS TRIANGLE ON ITS APEX AND SHE SAID THAT

SHE SHE WAS BORN AND SHE SAID THAT INDICATED THAT

SHE WAS JEWISH.

Q. Another person there WHAT CAMP WAS IT

A. Auschwitz. There was only one which had tattoos.

Q. HER NUMBER AND THEN THE TRIANGLE BENEATH IT.

DIDNT BERGEN-BELSEN TATTOO ALSO

A. No.
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Q. DACHAU

No. Auschwitz was the only one who had numbers.

No the camps there was another camp but not the

number just the letter M.

Q. TATTOOED

A. That was another camp but Auschwitz was the only

camp which had numbers. mean numbers were given

in every camp but not it wasnt tattooed. We

were there in Auschwitz-Berkennow only for

weeks and then they since was carpenter

thats what professed to be they sent one day

they selected group of carpenters and some

electricians and they marched us off about or

kilometers away. There was big another big

work camp. It was called Auschwitz-Bunner. It was

IAIG camp chemical in this built big factory

there that was like whole city to manufacture

synthetic fuel and they used approximately about

would say between 15 to 20000 prisoners from

Auschwitz to build the factory. Not only prisoners

from Auschwitz they also used English prisoners

of war they used Englishmen and Frenchmen who

were at nearby prison camps for

Q. POWs
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A. POWs and they also used number of civilian

workers who voluntarily came to from France

Belgium from Poland to work in that enterprise.

So we were once we got into the camp they

assigned us to certain according to our

professions to certain barracks was carpenter

so was in barrack with mostly carpenters and

they assigned me to commander which would work on

certain part of the project and again we had in

the morning we would march out and the orchestra

would be playing and we would march to work and

coming in the evening coming back the orchestra

was there again

Q. WHAT WAS IT PLAYING MARCHING

A. Marching music yea

Q. GERMAN MARCHING MUSIC

A. Oh all kinds of not necessarily German marching

music. It was some Mozart marches some other

Radestsky march or something like this. That was

full

Q. HOW DID THAT MAKE YOU FEEL DID IT BOTHER YOU THAT

THEY WERE PLAYING MUSIC

A. We had to march in step or otherwise you would be

hit by the koppel who was next marching next to
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you you had to hold to beat the step you

would march to the factory like this. We worked

until after work everytime we did something it

was tremendous enterprise there must have been

about 20000 people or more working there. It was

whole city and finally in 1944 around April or

May was it we were on Sunday morning it

must have been about 10 oclock there all of

sudden we hear siren at the factory and we see

the German guards running to the shelters leaving

us outside. We were not allowed to get into

Q. THAT WAS THE AIR RAID SIREN.

A. Yea. Shelters and of course you couldnt see it

because those B26s or whatever they were flying

so high that within minutes they made

smithering out of tremendous area of the factory.

We were standing there just rolling with joy

watching the destruction. mean it was there

were number of people who were killed prisoners

and even there were some English prisoners who were

at work and then one of the bombs fell by accident

fell into the camp too and killed few but it was

joy to watch the destruction.

Q. WHERE WERE YOU STANDING RIGHT OUT IN THE OPEN
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A. Outside yea.

Q. YOU WERENT SCARED OF GETTING HIT

A. had no choice. didnt want to run into any

buildings. was standing there and all around me

there was bombs bombs which were falling they

would pick up tremendous cars and just throw it up

in the air land somewhere on roof of some sort

buildings that were completely destroyed and

demolished and these were concrete buildings which

were built with steel and cement. That only lasted

about no more than 20 minutes and we got to go

back to work right away cleaning up all the

destruction and worked again and then again that

was early Spring and then again the factory never

functioned. mean some parts did function but it

was still being built and then again around it

must have been around September they came again

A. THE ALLIES

Q. The airplanes and this time they really finished it

they made such mess they made out of it it

was whole city and there was so we were kind of

at that point the Germans management made

harder effort to try and rebuild because at that

point the war was going very badly they were
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being beaten on the eastern front and Warsaw was

taken at that point.

Q. DID YOU SENSE PANIC AMONG THE GUARDS

A. When what

Q. DURING THIS WHOLE PERIOD WHEN NOT JUST AS THE AIR

RAIDS WERE HAPPENING BUT AFTERWARDS DID YOU SENSE

PANIC THAT THEY WERE LOSING THE WAR

A. No not really. Everything was still functioning

to the last minute they were functioning

completely under the discipline there was no let

down in any way as far as Auschwitz was concern

ed. The crematoriums were still running well one

of them was demolished by there was little

uprising some of the prisoners from one of the

commanders was able to dynamite one of the

crematorium buildings but that didnt stop them

from continue burning bodies in the pits open

pits which were used for burning. And while

around January 5th of 1945 they finally had to

retreat the eastern front was moving too close to

Auschwitz so that particular day we didnt go to

work they told us to assemble on the appelplotz

and that we would be marched to in Auschwitz

railroad station from Auschwitz to Bliwitz
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which is about 60 miles and that was in the middle

of the winter and the winters in Poland are very

bad. And it can really get cold. So we had to

stand there almost whole day before they finally

decided to march us out. That was late in the

evening we started to march at night can you

imagine from that particular camp and an

adjoining camp there was 30000 people

surrounded by guards

END OF TAPE SIDE
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march us at night because they didnt want to clog

up the highway during the day for their transports

so we marched at night and well most of the

prisoners were pretty undernoursished thats an

understatement and after about kind of 10 15

miles the prisoners started to fall drop by the

wayside because it was difficult we had those

wooden shoes and myself had that prison garb

which was jacket and pants and wooden shoes and

10 hat and in order to keep warm was able to we

11 call it organize which means procure an empty

12 cement paper sacks.

13 Oh right theyre sort of insulated

14 Which put underneath to keep me warm and then

15 took we had blankets on our bunks in that camp

16 so took one of the blankets cut hole in the

17 middle and put it on.

18 Like poncho

19 Like poncho and tied it around with some

20 strings which had found so that kept me warm.

21 After about 10 or 15 miles started to

22 feel wasnt the only one but lot of prisoners

23 started to fall by the wayside and the fear that

24 once you fall by the wayside there was detachment

25 of guards walking in the back they would shoot



prisoners who would fall so that was tremendous

fear.

So would struq1e along and finally

was able there was detachment of prisoners wto

were pulling fourwheel van loaded up with some

possessions of the guards and number of them

were pushing and number of them were pulling so

as they felt that couldnt go on anymore that

wagon was passing me by grabbed ahold of it and

10 was pretending was helping them push but

11 actually was being pulled because with my wooden

12 shoes was just like on sled because the road

13 Because there was snow

14 Oh yeah it was high. That really saved my life

15 because all and you know other people had the

16 same ideas and they were fighting trying to pull.

17 me off that thing other prisoners.

1R WIFE You also had your arm broken.

19 was just holding on with one hand and couldnt

20 use the other hand to protect myself. You know

21 sometimes had to use my teeth.

22 DAUGHTER The teeth on the what part

23 of the wagon

24 No on some people who tried to pull me off. You

25 know
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was like.

would bite.

DAtJCFTR Whoever tried to qet you off

Yes because felt that once they pulled me off

am dead.

DAtJCRTP In other words you were only

thinking about that you werent even thincing you

were just reacting

10 Just reaction.

11 DAtJCFITER Well who was pulling it

12 horse

13 No people. whole number of people you know

14 were pulling and pushing at the same time. Other

15 people would try to attach themselves too to this

16 thing.

17 May ask question please You had broken

18 arm

19 Yes.

20 Was this from the fence that you had the barbed

21 wire

22 No that happened in Auschwitz in October.

23 Can you tell me about that

24 was working on tractor which was demolished

25 during one of those bombings and was up
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know two or three stories high something like

this and at one point it was late in fall

already and it was bitterly cold and stopped to

do something and then there was the cuard saw me

and he jumped at me and hit me. was next to the

edge and just

Fell

Fell down and all the way down and remember

10 falling down thats all remember and then

11 You fell on your head and blacked out

12 No fell on somebody there. That saved my life

13 because below there was concrete.

14 It cushioned your fall

15 Yeah and woke up once when was carried on

16 some of the prisoners who worked with me took out

17 door from building and put me on it.

18 remember woke up once while they were carrying me

19 back to the prison and the second time woke up

20 was you know we had it was called CabBay

21 Krankenhaus which was an infirmary in the camp

22 and thats where woke up. They brought me to the

23 infirmary and they put kind of

24 Pin

25 No



Splint

Splint on the arm and was there for it was late

in October was in the infirmary until the day of

evacuation. never went hack to work. arm was

completely smashed.

What happened to you there Your sister mentioned

about your being experimented on. Is that true

Well no that was in different camp. That was

already in Germany. So during that evacuation we

10 finally marched into Gliwice which was the

11 railroad station early in the morning and they

12 put us in camp there was camp there and they

13 put us in there and we were waiting there for

14 transport so we were in that camp about day and

15 then they brought train in. It was open coal

16 cars in the train and they loaded at least 160

17 people in each of those cars. It was so had there

18 was no impossible to sit. You had to stand. In

19 other words one was squeezed next to the other.

20 They give us loaf of bread and they loaded us up

21 on those cars and they pulled out. We were

22 traveling approximately over 10 days.

23 The death march was

24 No.

25 This is



In the train.

DAt1GRTP Did they let you out during

those 10 days never once

No we were travelling 10 days without any food

anymore or any water. The only thing we were able

to get is we had our little cans you know which

we used for soups we would attach it to string

and pull it down in the snow as the train was

moving and we would grab the snow and eat the snow.

10 The travel took us we were travelling

11 part of Bavaria and then into Czechoslovakia into

12 Austria because some of the railroad lines were

13 already destroyed. It was 45 already late in

14 January 45 and so they kept routing us back and

15 forth to different and then through Austria back

16 into Germany and finally we arrived in Tar-engen

17 which is province near where Buchenwald is

18 located near Weitnar.

19 Did people die during that trip

20 When we finally arrived after 10 days out of the

21 150 or so in each car there was about 50 or 60

22 left.

23 What did you do with the bodies

24 Bodies were thrown out.

25 People in the car threw them out



2-

Yeah. You know after three or fcur days you

know there was no possibility. After three or

four five days you could lie down in the car.

There was room to lie down.

The cold that was in the middle of

January bitter cold.

Did you take their clothes too the ones who died

did you keep the clothes

No there was no point. Sometimes we would you

10 know take some their wooden shoes and start

11 fire to warm up little bit.

12 When we arrived at Nordhausen which was

13 camp north of Buchenwald when they opened the

14 doors so we could get out everybody was on the

15 ground eating the snow.

16 That was they put us in the camp which

17 was called Dora. Thats where they had an

1R underground factory near the camp where they

19 manufactured missiles the Vi and which they

20 were bombing to England. There was nearby

21 launching site and in Dora which that camp

22 normally held approximately 5000 people they put

23 in another 10 or more so everybody was they

24 utilized some buildings where they just squeezed

25 everybody in and we were there for few days.



After few days they gave us some

food. The older prisoners who were previously

there kind of tried to help us out little but

was my arm was still well was injured and so

decided to call on the infirmary to see whether

they can help me so they well the doctors who

were there were other prisoners. They were working

under supervision of Germany SS doctor or some

other administrator but most of the doctors and

10 the nurses were prisoners so they tooK me in and

11 they gave me bath which was luxury had bed

12 of my own and thats where they you know every

13 day the German doctor would go around and Inspect

14 these people who were there sick and if he felt

15 they were able to then he would send them back out

16 to the camp so he decided to operate on my arm.

17 Well of course they did and it wasnt

18 successful at all and if well that arm that

19 bone was smashed to begin with and didnt know

20 what they were trying to do and had no choice

21 couldnt stop them so after stayed in that

22 infirmary until April 4th when the American patrol

23 of the 6th American Army came in and liberated.

24 The night before the uards run out abandoned the

25 camp because there was tremendous battle going



Cf

on nearby Kani--bus bombing all night long and

in the morning there was tank and jeep drove

into the camp and the only prisoners which were

left were in the infirmary. The rest of the

population was marched out few days before. They

were sent to Beren as the front approached in

they were sent north so the only ones liberated

were the people who were in the infirmary. There

was only about 150 people. The rest were sent

10 again on an evacuation.

11 But you refused to go didnt you

12 refused. decided if had to go through

13 another that march where it happened in January

14 then there was no point because knew wouldnt

15 make it so figured what usually happened is

16 they would leave they evacuate camp thats what

17 they did in Auschwitz too and the ones that

18 couldnt go in other words they were too weak to

19 go they were in the infirmary or with broken

20 limbs or something like this certain detachment

21 of guards would come in and finish them off and we

22 were fearing here that would happen.

23 It was very dangerous to go to the infirmary at

24 Auschwitz

25 No it was danger anywhere.



DMJGRTEP Im surprised they even would

have one.

Yes they did Of course there was some minor

ailient after you were there day or two in

Auschwitz every three weeks or so there would he

selection from the infirmary. They would come in

and select the ones who they feel there is no

worthwhile trying to cure them and they would be

taken out and sent to the crematorium but after

10 the evacuation the fear was and which was

11 happening that the ones who couldnt go on the

12 evacuation would be shot but decided at that

13 point there is no point in continuing. The

14 struggle was you know there were too many odds

15 against me so

16 Do you recall going through conscious process of

17 deliberation

18 Yes and decided that would not move anymore

19 and if they finished me here would finish here.

20 Otherwise felt would be finished either way

21 somewhere else.

22 Id like to ask you couple of things about the

23 operation. Is that all right

24 Yeah.

25 Do you know if the surgery was it experimentation



or was there some were there ever surgeries

performed to truly do something that wasnt

harmful

tTell think no in this case think he might

have felt he could by opening up performing

surgery by doing some bone restructure that he

might be able to help me. Actually it was more

spoke to some of the Polish doctors who assisted

him after was liberated and they said there was

10 nothing under normal circumstances he said he

11 wouldnt want to you know he himself wouldnt

12 want to operate on case like this. There was no

13 need. He said he couldnt convince the German

14 surgeon there is no chance of doing anything any

15 restructure of the bones.

16 But apparently dont know whether it

17 was so much experiment as try on the part of

18 that surgeon the German surgeon that he wanted to

19 do something which might have enhanced his own

20 experience or career maybe something to that

21 effect.

22 Was it done under anesthesia

23 Yes.

24 So you were unconscious

25 Yes.



DAUGHTER Were you afraid to be under

anesthesia

No no because most of the people who worked not

most but all of the people were prisoners so

didnt think they would have warned me fri any

way if there was something going on. This was

strictly surgical procedure.

So your arm was opened up. Was it your left arm

or right arnL

10 Right arm.

11 Your right arm was opened up and something was done

12 inside

13 Apparently but it wasnt done properly or

14 possibly it wasnt done the way maybe it should

15 have been done so actually it wasnt successful at

16 all.

17 And it was sewn up and bandaged

18 Yes and it was immobilized and it was

19 immobilized in other words theres no movement.

20 You have no movement

21 In the elbow.yeah this arm.

22 So your elbow was crushed the elbow bone

23 Yeah the elbow bone structure was completely

24 crushed

25 What about muscular damage around it



There was slight

DAUGHTP Atrophy.

little bit. As far as my hand have fairly

you know good command of my movements. Its just

the elbow itself which is stationary.

As you were recovering or not recovering as you

were in the infirmary you were with other

prisoners

Yeah there was some other prisoners too but

10 different nationalities primarily number from

11 Czechoslovakia some Frenchmen number from

12 Belgium and Holland and think there were few

13 German prisoners you know but thats about all.

14 Mostly they were Poles. There were few Jews

15 think about three or four Jews but the rest were

16 from different nations.

17 What was their situation were they

18 Some had mean there were just you know coming

19 in and out. In other words for few days

20 ailing some stomach ailment or some very severe

21 cold or some sort or other that they would be there

22 for two three days and then they would be released

23 and sent back to the camp.

24 Medication was dispensed there

25 Well dont know what the medication consisted



of but there was some care taken.

Were you given pain medication

No no.

So you were in excruciating pain after the

surgery

Yes but

DAUGHTER At least you were in bed.

Yeah had my own bed and was getting meal

served. didnt have to stand in line you know

10 trying to fight for little bit of food

11 especially in that particular situation. In that

12 particular camp the camp round population was

13 about 5000 then they inserted another 10 or

14 15000 and the food situation would get very

15 drastic.

16 If the normal population was getting

17 before ration of bread and soup at that point

18 when they brought in the additional prisoners the

19 soup became little water and there was almost no

20 bread whereas was fed in comparison quite good.

21 In the infirmary they would bring us bread and

22 piece of margarine and we would get soup twice

23 day.

24 As matter of fact my cousin who is

25 in Europe he was in the same camp he would the



infirmary was surrounded by fence so other

prisoners couldnt get in but before the

operation was still there he would come next to

the fence would throw him out ration of bread.

Otherwise he had no food at all there.

So the fact you were there for four months three

and half months

In the infirmary No was about two months

there.

10 That was pretty extraordinary

11 Well had was lucky. was there easily

12 two months was there all of February all March

13 no part of January February and part of March

14 until the operation. The reason for it the

15 doctor there was Polish doctor very nice one

16 and he kept stalling the German about the operation

17 from week to week and finally he couldnt any

1. longer so but he kept every time you know he

19 wanted to he would find some kind of excuse to

20 postpone it for another week or so and so as

21 matter of fact being there came back to life

22 kind of thing after that exhausting trip from

23 Auschwitz and shortly after well after the

24 liberation we all were got sick really sick

25 people were dying from diarrhea.



From the introduction of food

All of sudden you know we were liberated and

there was still some supplies in the kitchen left

the American brought in and they brought in some

some of the prisoners who were working in the

infirmary started to cook and the rich food all

of sudden you were eating butter and it was just

devastating. People were

What about you what did you do

10 dont know. was eating and at the same time

11 was eating charcoal.

12 DMJGHTER Really swallowing charcoal

13 Well powder.

14 DAUCRTER And that worked

15 Well had the diarrhea too but apparently it

16 wasnt as severe with me as it was with some other

17 people who completely just wasted away.

18 There was no way they could save them.

19 You know within week or 10 days of the

20 liberation they were dead. About then they sent

21 in doctors and they started to prepare food and

22 feeding the people in different way and that

23 stopped it. But for while everybody was

24 completely sick. Then of course

25 Where did you go after liberation



The U.N.R.A.A. came in and they decided to bring

in clothing and food and then sometime oh was

liberated in April and around September there was

organized all the different governments came in

and they organized transports to homeland Czech.

went to Czechoslovakia Frenchmen by buses they

went to France and the Polish government sent in

delegation too and they organized finally

transport by rail not passenger cars but freight

10 cars but it wasnt too bad because we took out the

11 beds from the infirmary from the camp and put them

12 inside the freight cars you know and there was

13 four or five beds just five six people in car

14 and we were traveling back to Poland.

15 We traveled for about at least week

16 or more because there was certain lines were

17 demolished during the war and they had to reroute

18 but on the way home we ate quite well because we

19 would stop in certain cities in Germany would go

20 into the city city hail tell the major or the

21 Buigenmeister that such and such number of people

22 he has to supply us with provisions food so on

23 open restaurant and have us feed so it took

24 quite few days.

25 We came finally into we arrived in



Poland in Louch which was malor center of Jews

returning from different parts at that time. was

in Poland that was in 1945 for only few months

until found my sister there. She was he only

cne so took her with ne and made my way tack

to Germany by crossing the border from Poland into

Czechoslovakia illegally of course on foot to

forest.

DAUGHTER Why illegally

10 Because they wouldnt let you out.

11 DATJGRTER Really

12 No you couldnt leave Poland.

13 Why

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

.23

24

25
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Diplomats or people who would fu.niOn for the

10 government so we traveled by train to border

11 town. near the Czech border and then one afternoon

12 we by foot through forest we crossed into

13 Czechoslovakia and came into Czechoslovakia into

14 small town and from there we made our way to

15 Prague which is the capital of Czechoslovakia and

16 there we stayed we had some friends. We stayed

17 there for little while and we tried to then

18 there was the joint committee was functioning in

19 Prague the American Joint Distribution Committee

20 the Jewish and they organized transport through

21 Hungary OU know supposedly to go to Israel that

22 was basically it was supposed to go from Prague

23 to Hungary and then from Hungary into Vienna and

24 from Vienna back into 1Germany so we went on that

25 train and when we got to Bratislava which is on



the border to Hungary they were sitting there and

they couldnt get us through so we came back took

train back to Prague and then we decided on our

own to different way into Germany.

You couidnt cross from Czechoslovakia

into Germany either so we took train to

Carlsbad which is in the Sudatan on the western

part of Czechoslovakia and from there we rented

truck Czech truck about ten of us. We all

10 pooled our money together and rented Czech truck

11 with driver and we got to the border its only

12 few miles from there 10 15 miles so the

13 American mean that was on the Russian

14 occupation. There was Russian guard so the

15 Russian guard we gave him few cartons of

16 cigarettes so he opened up he let us through.

17 When we came to the American he

18 wondered how come you coming so you got couple

19 bottles of vodka so he opened up and let us in

20 too.

21 Once we got into Germany took train

22 and we traveled to Frankfurt and Mainz and we

23 registered there. At that point that was in 1945.

24 At that point the American counsel opened an office

25 in Frankfurt and we registered with the American



counsel to come to America and we had to wait

about two years. We didnt come until the end of

3. 47 1947 in December 1947.

Why did you want to come to America

had enouqh of Europe.

What about Palestine

No had relatives here and basically wasnt

Zionist in that respect that would want to go to

Israel. At that time Israel was still mean

10 there was no Israel there was Palestine. It was

11 in state of turmoil with lot of killings and

12 fighting going on and the British intervention and

13 British taking people off the ships and turning

14 them into where was it Cyprus they were

15 interring them at that time. So

16 DAUGHTER But isnt it true Franka

17 didnt want to leave Europe

18 She didnt want to leave Poland.

19 DAUGHTER When she left Poland she

20 wanted to come to America

21 Once she left yeah of course.

22 DAUGHTER What about Alex did he want

23 to leave Europe too

24 Oh yes sure.

25 DAUGHTER Everyone did



Yeah.

Alex

Is cousin. As mentioned to you he was in Dora

with me and was in the infirmary but he was

evacuated from Dora when the American front moved

near. He was taken to BergenBelsen and he was

liberated by the British hut in the process of

this evacuation when he was liberated he

contracted consumption and he was sick for oh

10 good six months or more. After liberation they

11 put him he was like skeleton they put him in

12 sanitorium Onrap put him he finally

13 recovered.

14 So the three of you came to America together

15 Yes. Once was established in Frankfurt we had

16 established ourseif then went to Hanover which

17 is near BergenBelsen. He was there in small

18 town Cellar in the sanitorium and took him

19 brought him back to Frankfurt with us and we were

20 there together until we came over to

21 What did you do there

22 In Frankfurt Nothing. There was socalled

23 displaced person camp.

24 We were outside Frankfurt there was

25 small suburb called Salt-zun it was nice suburb



with individual family houses. The American

authorities evacuated the German population from it

and they placed us in these houses.

So the t.wo of you were together

The three of us yeah my sister arid Alex and we

had house small house. It was one two three

bedrooms but nice little house and there was

main facility for dining and there were all kinds

of recreation facilities and training facilities

10 organized by U.N.R.A.A. work shops and libraries

11 very well kept camp. The purpose of being there

12 was just to wait

13 For visas

14 for visas to come immigrate whether people

15 were going to United States or Israel or any other

16 country.

17 Australia

18 Australia Argentina you know Canada. People

19 stayed there until they were able to leave.

20 There were number of these camps

21 throughout Germany where different groups

22 different nationality of people who didnt return

23 to their homeland state.

24 So after the war you came to America the three of

25 you came in 1948



The end of 47 December I47

And did you settle in New York

We arrived in New York. We had relatives there so

had an aunt uncle other relatives. They were

very good to us. They took care of us. They

settled down started to learn the language first

went to evening school arid got some jobs and kind

of settled down and we lived in New York until

1960 in other words for about 12 years yeah.

10 DAUGHTER 1960

11 Yeah 12 years. got married in New York. At one

12 point

13 DAUGHTER Under duress

14 Dont bring that up. personally liked New York.

15 It was nice city. We enjoyed living there but

16 then we went on vacation out -- throughout the

17 country and we came out to the west coast and

18 liked San Francisco very much so at one point

19 said well if ever move from New York Ill move

20 to San Francisco so well it was in 1960 we moved

21 out here and was only back in New York once

22 about two years ago three years ago.

23 DAUGHTER Thats it thats the only

24 time

25 Thats the only time went back to New York just



for few days. Well basically because

basically there is lot all our friends and

relatives at one point or another came out to San

Francisco.

t7IFE ItTs interesting that the family

being aunt and uncle brought us well the uncle

has since died hut the son who is you know

Leons first cousin lives out on the west coast

now. grandchild lives on the west coast now

10 actually two of them Jill and Leslie and other

11 members of the family have moved out here but

12 there has been constant flow.

13 Immigration westward

14 WIFE If only for visit.

15 DAUGHTER Plus what is interesting you

16 went back to Poland before you ever went back to

17 New York.

18 Yeah.

19 WIFE Thats true.

20 DAUGHTER Why did you do that

21 Well now we did make trip to Europe in 1972

22 all of us the whole family for number of weeks

23 among other countries we went also to Poland for

24 about ten days week.

25 WIFE week.



So its

WIFE We were in Treblinka. It was

catharsis and it was chapter that had to be

closed.

DAUGHTER Do you feel now looking back

at returning there do you feel it was important

for you to go back there

Yeah.

DAUGHTER Do you feel like you closed

10 chapter or gained something by going back there

11 Well its not actually closing chapter. Its

12 like you know somebody in your family dies and

13 every once in while you go to the cemetery to

14 for whatever reason just to reflect or memorize

15 somebody that was basically the reason.

16 WIFE But our children went with us at

17 the time Of course they were very young one was

18 11 and the other not quite 13 but they knew quite

19 bit about their fathers life as much as an 11

20 or 13 year old knows. So this did not come as

21 shock to them totally.

22 DAUGHTER Treblinka was shock.

23 Auschwitz wasnt such shock because first of

24 all we went to Auschwitz after we went to

25 Treblinka and it was all Auschwitz was like



museum atmosphere it was all out in the open. It

was very historical in nature. They had displays

they had buildings there. It was all very plain to

see. tThereas Treblinka it was just you

couldnt it wasnt all there. It was just what

you could imagine in your own mind what you would

visualize in your immagination you know just

took you to places where it was almost

incomprehensible and its funny it was raining

10 that day the people that were around there were

11 disturbing. There were some Germans there. The

12 whole place was probably the most destructive

13 atmosphere Ive ever encountered.

14 WIFE Also think that the very fact

15 that there was nothing there except these stones

16 that had been sculptured like jutting out of the

17 earth. These were sculptures that were made

18 THE WITNESS Ashes from

19 DAUGHTER That was one thing the

20 tombstones.

21 WIFE It was stones that had been

22 carved or chiseled and it was done in black granite

23 all throughout the whole area and on each stone was

24 the name of town.

25 DAUGHTER Not people of whole town.



WIFE You had these jutting out of the

earth kind of thing and then there was the track

or the platform which had combination of mortar

and blood and

DAUHTER Teeds.

WIFE and weeds and everything that

was cemented and there is monument there but

the point is that the rest of the area is barren

and you walk through there and you see these

10 monuments if you will and it is

11 DAUGHTER Without seeing it you know

12 exactly how it worked without seeing it just like

13 museum. You dont need to. You just know what

14 was there and your imagination takes over. Its

15 really strange the whole thing was.

16 WIFE Of course when we also got to

17 Auschwitz and Norne is right its museum because

18 they have areas that have been designated and they

19 have showcases of things of inaudible and so on

20 but we were wandering now and Leon showed us where

21 his barrack was and we wandered through barrack

22 and as we wandered through German delegation had

23 arrived and they were bringing flowers and at that

24 point said its time for us to go.

25 We had rented car in Warsaw and we



were traveling through and we were very happy to

get out of Poland although must say that we had

marvelous time in Poland. In terms of Warsaw it

was completely rebuilt.

DAUGHTER Its beautiful city.

WIFE Its beautiful city. We went

to Kelta where Leon lived and we saw the ghetto

we found the house that he had lived in and you

know we went to some of the shops where we picked

10 up food stuffs and so on. They were still queued

11 up in the bakery and in the markets and in the food

12 places and we would picnic on the road and as we

13 got closer and closer to the border we could see

14 that there was change in terms of the shops had

15 more food stuffs people were better dressed and

16 but actually you know Cotovitz and that area

17 thats the industrial heart of the country and if

18 you dont feed that population then theyre

19 certainly not about to put out for you but had

20 prior to our going had read quite bit of

21 material and said to Leon there is chain of

22 stores in Poland called Super Sale and by George

23 found it.

24 DAUGHTER Its funny the people there

25 seemed very dont know if the right word is



naive people just life is fairly simple there.

They just go about their business and theyre not

really worried at least at the time they werent

all that political.

Oh yes.

DAUGHTFR As much as now.

The Pole basically is very romantic individual.

He lives in history.

DAtJGHTER Youre right.

10 Historical events and all types of happenings in

11 his past always play tremendous role.

12 WIFE Tremendous amount of inaudible.

13 Any historical event and whatever he does in

14 present he will always based on history what his

15 history teaches him to do in other words what

16 happened in the previous generations.

17 WIFE So you continue in that same

18 vein. Is that essentially what they say

19 No it determines his thinking. In other words he

20 will be unrealistic as far as present situation

21 but he will continue in that romantic way because

22 in past history the population behaved in such and

23 such way.

24 DAUGHTER Just look at the way Warsaw

25 was rebuilt. It was rebuilt with the past in mind



prior to the war.

WIFE The whole city exactly.

DAUGHTER Everything that was right

about Warsaw before the war they rebuilt. All the

arts remember that park the Chopin Park

Yes of course.

WIFE You remember so well and you were

so little.

Even at the present time the behavior of the Pole

10 now in this particular era of time is based on how

11 he behaved in relation to the Germans during the

12 occupation how he behaves he directs his behavior

13 to what the government now the same way.

14 WIFE In the same fashion.

15 Can you say what you mean

16 Well you know the majority of Poles are not

17 communists. This is an established fact. They are

very nationalistic people and the situation which

19 is existing now in Poland of course they are

20 against it. The majority of the people are

21 against but in his relation to the government he

22 treats this present government in the same way as

23 he behaved toward the occupier the war in other

24 words toward the German occupation.

25 Which is



Which is

Complicit

No he would organize different underground kind of

WTF Opposition.

opposition and base it at present time he

does the same thing and base it on his behavior

the way the population behaved toward the German

historical precedent.

But its my understanding that there was great

10 deal of complicity and collaboration between the

11 Poles and Germans after the occupation. Thats not

12 what youre saying though

13 No not really. There was the collaboration only

14 existed as far as in relation to the Jew more or

15 less.

16 see.

17 In other words if there was Jew which was some

18 kind of in some area involvement then the Pole

19 would basically collaborate but basically he was

20 very very not only antagonistic but he was how

21 would put it

22 Hostile

23 Very hostile to the Germans oh yes very

24 definitely that hostility existed didnt only

25 exist during the war but hostility existed goes



way back historically against the German and

against the Russian. mean these two nations on

both sides of Poland were always looked upon very

hostile by the Poles.

Of course there was always strife going

on between these nations. At one point or another

in the history either the Germans there would be

war between the Germans and Poles or war between

the Poles and the Russian but there was always

10 hostility. There was never friendly relation

11 between these two countries.

12 The Pole thinks of the German as you

13 know as matter of fact there is Polish word

14 they say Polish Germanyets which means German

15 but like the English would say Gerry the word

16 Gerry for German. You never heard it

17 Oh yes yes. Perjorative.

1R Yes yes. The same thing you would call the

19 Russian you would call the Russian Moskow which

20 is also derogative in other words Moskowit from

21 Moskow. They would call Moskowit is not

22 complimentary kind of name so in that respect

23 you know the problem during the war between in

24 Poland was that if you had nation with this kind

25 of attitude like the Poles had against the Germans



but if they had humanistic feeling toward the

fellow citizen as the Jew as the other nations had

like it was in Holland or in Denmark or Norway

then there would be completely different

situation in Poland.

believe that Hitler Germany could

never establish extermination camp in Poland this

kind of relationship would have existed. In other

words if the Pole would have been humanitarian

10 as far as the Jew.

11 DAUGHTER They still feel the same way

12 about Jews.

13 Of course they still use

14 DAUGHTER Look at even in Chicago they

15 must have hated Jews enough you know to elect

16 black mayor in Chicago.

17 Wait minute.

18 DAUGHTER still think so. Theres

19 large population Polish population in Chicago

20 so Im just saying that you know

21 No no.

22 WIFE Thats. little far fetched.

23 DAUGHTER know.

24 The thing is my feeling and not only my feeling

25 but Jew growing up in Poland who lived there



feels the same way the Pole if their

relationship if their understanding their

humanity would have been just like the Danish the

Swedes this could have never happened in Poland

never. It would have never happened in Poland.

There was no way no matter how much power the

German had they could have established this kind

of machine in Poland couldnt.

But because of the way people not only

10 complacent but they didnt give damn what Hitler

11 does with the Jew or not. mean it stands to

12 reason why didnt Germans set up any of these

13 facilities in France or somewhere else instead of

14 bringing all the Jews from France Holland Belgium

15 into Poland

16 And think and that is true of

17 Soviet Russia too the destruction they did to the

18 Russian Jew was the same way because the

19 collaboration. think Soviet Russia had more

20 collaboration than in Poland between the population

21 until you know until he antagonized the

22 population so much they turned against him but in

23 the first year or two when he when the German

24 army walked into Soviet Russia there was

25 rejoicing in Kry-eena and in Gallo Russia



Lithuania Latva Estonia all over these areas.

And as matter of fact they even formed whole

divisions of Soviet citizens which served as

divisions which served for the German army.

mean there were number of these divisions and

the SS they recruited the most vicious Jew

killers Jewish killers among the Ukranian and

Lithuanians. They were just vicious these people

mean blood thirsty its unbelievable.

10 WIFE They were the real inaudibe

11 anway from way back.

12 They would rejoice they were torturing and killing

13 people in the ghettos and extermination camps and

14 after the war they all came to the United States.

15 And now theyre

16 Theyre here.

17 Theyre here same identies different identies

18 Believe me all he had to do after the war ended

19 these Lithuanians and Ukranians they were

20 liberated not liberated the war ended for them

21 in Germany. They were in Germany at that point and

22 all they dId is just shed their uniform and they

23 became displaced persons just like just like

24 me just like anybody else.

25 They became displaced person and the



Onra and rerican authorities set up displaced

person carrps for them and of course if they

dont want to go hack to Soviet Russia we cant

force they- so they stay here and they applied for

entries too and all they had to do theres

question on the application were you ever Nazi

had to sign too that was never Nazi were

you ever Nazi.

You didnt have to be Natzi to be

10 Or communist or something like this so all they

11 do is sign no and they came here.

12 DAUGRTFR Did you ever see one of them

13 after the war that you knew who was

14 No but there are thousands and thousands of them

15 here. know when was still in Germany they

16 were coming ship lOads were coining of them coming

17 to the United States. was still waiting there

18 and they were already traveling to the United

19 States because their quota was little different

20 or something like this. And they are here. But

21 these were the people who were instrumental in

22 destroying the population of the Jewish

23 population of Poland.

24

25



it

10

11

12

13

14

15 How does this bt the political climate you

16 live in now particularly antisemitism in

17 America Do you see antisemitism in America

18 Obvious there are some traces but personally

19 Im not worried about it. dont think theres

20 much anybody can do here as far as depriving

21 somebody else of his civil rights or other rights.

22 These institutions are quite well established. and

23 there is always recourse.

24 Which institutions courts judicial

25 Courts and all the mean nobody will able to



in any way be able to exert its philosophy and

power on broad section of the population dont

think so. dont think it has any possibility.

T7IFE Youre not denying there is

antisemitism.

Yes Im not denying there is of course there is.

Theres some areas and some ways its always

coming through but its

WIFE It was very subtle in yesterdays

10 progress

11 Its natural thing in country with population

12 of that size you will have segment of population

13 which have certain views and opinions which are

14 just against some minorities some different

15 peoples of different ethnic background.

16 Why is it natural

17 Because of the diversity of the population.

18 DAUGFTPER And ignorance.

19 And some ignorance. That would be true but

20 think the diversity of the population all these

21 different ethnic backgrounds the upbringing but

22 came from you know there is no question for

23 instance take Polish ethnic community. dont

24 doubt bit that there is quite bit of

3.

25 anti-semitism in it because even In the second or



third generation there still will be some traces

of these because the origin was there it came

from Poland whicl was historically from time

immemorial had this trait.

Why do you think thats part of the Polish culture

dont know what it is but basically ignorance

thats true. The Pole was ignorant all the time.

But the Pole didnt start out any more ignorant

than somebody else

10 DAUGHTER Maybe the religious

11 difference

12 Maybe the Christian think Catholic church had

13 tremendous amount tremendous influence in that

14 respect in Poland definitely.

15 WIFE It was also you know you had to

16 create diversion because of the economic

17 problems.

18 Every time you had some difficulties in an

19 economic or political situation you needed

20 somebody to blame for it scapegoat and the Jew

21 was very

22 DAUGHTER Because most of the peasants

23 were the Poles am right

24 Oh yes because the Jew was not allowed to own

25 agricultural land in Poland. At one point he did



but then subsequent governments regime he was

deprived of it he could not own so his only

recourse he could not own any well

Prcperty

Property he could own houses and things like this

but he could not own agricultural land he could

not own forest or anything like this. This was

denied him so the only recourse the Jewish

population had was to go into

10 Merchant

11 Either merchandising or crafts and the

12 PolishJewish population was primarily would say

13 80 to 90 percent was craftsmen. They were small

14 artisans engaged in manufacturing. You know you

15 had majority of tailors were Jews in Poland

16 majority of shoemakers were Jews majority of

17 carpenters were Jews.

18 All these trades were primary Jewish

19 trades in Poland and you had large population of

20 merchants who owned the stores and there were you

21 in Poland you did not have Jewish bankers. The

22 banks were and yet they were still screaming the

23 Jew has the money. Its not true. They were not

24 they didnt own any large factories at all. They

25 owned some factories but you know smaller scale.



All the big factories were owned either by foreign

interest or by the government but most of the time

they were owned by foreign interest foreign

investment which owned these properties in Poland

but from any time there was some sort of an

economic crisis or political crisis it was always

the Jew who created it and thats not only true of

Poland it was true of Soviet Russia too.

WIFE You had this happen in Hungary.

10 Hungary and Rumania all these strictly very

11 Orthodox church controlled countries it always

12 happened that way so

13 WIFE Also you ha3 large Jewish

14 population.

15 Basically there was large Jewish population in

16 Poland and there was large Jewish population in

17 Hungary and Rumania and all these strictly very

18 Orthodox church controlled countries always

19 happened that way.

20 WIFE Also larger Jewish population.

21 Basically there was large population in Poland

22 and in Hungary and Rumania and of course in

23 Russia but the level of what would say

24 economic situation of the population was very nil.

25 They didnt own anything they eked out living



barely. mean the people in comparison Jews in

comparison to Poles in Poland werent any better

off than the Pole.

But they were perceived as beinq better

Yes thats very accurate. The Jew owns

everything the Jew has the money the Jew owns the

store the Jew owns this and that its always like

this but the way mean the way most of these

Jews eked out living was just unbelievable from

10 day-today was piece of bread and some soup and

11 potato that was all that was the diet.

12 DAUGHTFR suppose the same thing

13 happened during the large immigration around the

14 turn of the century of Jews and other you know

15 Irish Italian in this country they were all

16 basically in the same boat maybe the Jews lot

17 of Jews advanced further in hurry.

18 When they originally came to the United States of

19 course they were all

20 DAUGHTEP Immigrants

21 Immigrants without any means whatsoever of

22 sustaining themselves except theyre skill as

23 either craftsmen some other and the desire to

24 better himself.

25 DAUGHTER Well guess thats how



antisemitism started here too.

That could have happened too because of this kind

of approach that because of the drive of the

Jewish population to better himself and to advance

from one generation to another that creates all

those.

WIFE And also the stress on education.

DAUGHTER Different values. How do you

explain groups such as the KKT or the NeoNazis

10 are they something you think America should be

11 concerned about

12 No dont think they have any great influence.

13 Of course they have influence in some small areas

14 but as far as having any major in any way if

15 dont believe any organization of this sort will be

16 able to influence any in any way policy of the

17 government here or opinion of codes or institutions

18 in America.

19 Because American democracy is just too strong

20 Yes. Theres too much of

21 DAUGHTER Theres too many different

22 types of people. Just look at the public. How

23 much can actually go for what those people are

24 saying Theres just too much different types of

25 people.
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Youre not dealing with one population like Poland

or Germany where theres 99 percent Germans and 99

percent are Poles. mean here you have all

different kind. of backgrounds. mean they came

from all different

WIFE And for many different reasons.

Thats true but actually the basic

WIFE They only came because they were

discriminated against or persecuted but of

10 course the second third generations forget and

11 they begin to assume and take on the role of the

12 situation that forced their ancestors to leave.

13 Thats true because they become so established in

14 their views and opinions that they would

15 discriminate against some other minority or ethnic

16 group. That is true.

17 Did you want to say something before

18 WIFE No but have concern that there

19 is antisemitism. Its still years ago it was

20 much more flagrant and it was much more we were

21 much more arrogant about it. Its much more subtle

22 today.

23 DAUGHTER In every type of racism.

24 WIFE But think it exists and do

25 think we have to be very alert to it and we have to



be very aware of it because of the subtleness.

DAtJHTEP What should you do about it

WIFE Its very hard thing to say

what should you do about it. The whole concept of

Jewish organization and Jewish unity doesnt exist

today because the thrust today is theyre trying

the thrust today amongst Jewish organizations and

Jewish groups is to swing to an orthodoxy to

religious orientation and the thrust is toward

10 Israel. dont think that all Jews feel that

11 Israel is the answer for all Jews. dont thing

12 orthodoxy or creating climate that you become

13 religious or you retain ternplehood membership is

14 the answer.

15 My feeling is when you live and you

16 raise your children and you remember that there is

17 culture there is language there is glorious

18 history and all of this is imparted to your

19 children and that you dont minimize the language

20 which they call jargon or whatever it is it was

21 language its language of parrots of Sholem

22 Aleichem you dont ignore this you make it grow

23 and you build it. For years and years they

24 decided the thrust was you have to learn Hebrew and

25 Yiddish became an obsolete language suddenly its
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becoming language thats acquiring reticence

if you will but when do you begin or actually one

must begin to teach their children that Judaism is

not necessarily language only it is culture

it has history it has lanquage it has

literature and if you remember and you teach your

children this then that goes on from generation to

generation and that its important to revive the

language because it is magnificent language and

10 this to me is where its at.

11 My children we were raised was

12 raised Leon was raised in two different countries

13 but in the same vein. It was secular Yiddish

14 education and when we moved to California our

15 children were students in secular Yiddish school

16 here and it has long since been defunct but the

17 thing is there is Jewish orientation in this

18 home. It was traditional home. It was not an

19 orthodox home.

20 Do you belong to Temple

21 WIFE No but the thing is that there

22 was Jewish orientation in this house just as

23 there is Yiddish literature Yiddish is spoken

24 periodically in this house and my children learned

25 little bit of Yiddish and this will remain with



them.

didnt have to say in order for me to

be good Jew have to be temple member have

to go to temple or have to learn Hebrew or have

to be an Orthodox Jew. This to me is not what

Judaism is not about.

DAUGHTER Thats what religion is

about.

WIFE Thats right and think our

10 children this has transferred to our children and

11 know that todays culture and todays society

12 does tremendous amount of intermarriage and

13 theres all kinds of

14 Not only that theres the drive and the need to be

15 the same as

16 WIFE Everybody else and everybody

17 wants to be part of homogenous group instead of

18 heterogenous group and so on and its possible

19 that my own children will marry others than Jews

20 but the thing is that they know that somewhere

21 along the line something remains with them.

22 Whether it be in the form of their celebration of

23 Hanukkah or Pesach or aPurim they will certainly

24 know what these stories are what kind of holidays

25 these are.



DAUGHTER really feel and felt for

several years now the need to pass what happened to

my dad on in any way can. Im not going to go

around preaching about it but theres going to be

time in my life where Im going to pass this and

have often thought about writing book hut

know that am going to do something and mean

its just really plain to me that will but

talking about antisemitism dont ever feel

10 antisemitism from Americans from people who grew

11 up here but the only time actually ever

12 encountered it in really bad way was with

13 Palestinians and it was several months ago during

14 the big heatup in Lebanon and everything and the

15 whole thing what was going on in Israel and

16 just encountered so much hatred from people who

17 didnt even know me they just knew was Jewish

18 and felt they wanted to kill me. mean they

19 would kill me if they could get away with it and

20 didnt do anything to them and it was very scary.

21 Then youre talking about

22 DAUGHTER Irrational group.

23 group ethnic group who wasnt born here who

24 came from somewhere else from an area but

25 antisemitic feelings is strong.



DMTGHTEP did feel fear for the first

time because was Jewish and didnt know what

to do. cried panicked. never encountered

that before and in way Im glad encountered it

just because dont think ever knew it existed.

You know every time you hear Jewish joke you

think oh God well big deal it doesnt really

bother you but that bothered me because Ive never

encountered anyone who hated me because was

10 Jew.

11 You see things of racism mean

12 remember the 1960s pretty well and what happened

13 to blacks and what still happens to blacks and

14 really have great if get involved in anything

15 politIcal it will be because of racism because

16 feel really feel for blacks because to me or

17 other minorities to me they are really

18 disadvantaged group in this country and people

19 think that everyone is over racism there is hardly

20 any racism. Its just submerged now people know

21 how to hide it. Its just as bad as ever.

22 Oh yes theres no question.

23 DAUGRTRR To me dont think there

24 has hardly been any progress at all. really do

25 feel strongly about that.
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Is there anything you would like to add

Well no all give you is just dry run but on

an everyday basis during those years there was

some very tragic things there was some very comic

things.

Can you tell me something comical

cant recall.

WIFE The cabbages

It doesnt matter.

10 Tell the story about the cabbages.

11 cant remember.

12 WIFE truck you thought was filled

13 with food turned out it was filled with cabbages.

14 The thing is if you inaudible with group of

15 people even in the most difficult circumstances

16 there is always something most tragic things

17 theres always something which lifts you up and

18 brings you and holds up and you know the basic

19 thing you know think my the way look at it

20 the reason why the Germans got away with so much

21 with it that they started the provision and

22 gradual process in Poland as soon as they finished

23 the war in Poland they started gradual process

24 of dehumanization of the Jewish population and it

25 reached such proportions that after while after
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number of months or years when we were

remember myself personally the camp and different

camps the human being was not human being anymore.

We behaved and acted like animals instinctively.

We used animal instinct in order to survive.

WIF It was process of

dehumanization.

Thats what was saying yeah and that occurred

gradually because some people say how. could you

10 take it why didnt you kill yourself No if they

11 would have started with that final thrust which

12 brought us down completely then maybe people would

13 kill themselves instead of taking it but with

14 gradual process of bringing you down and down

15 lower and lower after while you become youre

16 not human anymore you are like an animal and the

17 desire to live is stronger than anything else and

18 you do things instinctively and use instinct to

19 survive and one tremendous thing which kept us

20 alive was mean it was constantly on our mind

21 day in and day out day and night to survive and

22 to see the end of it to see and to tell and

23 well we. saw the end too but no justification

24 there was no justice whatsoever.

25 WIFE It was one of the greatest
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inhuman acts thrust upon other human beings.

DAUGHTER Is that still something that

haunts you today constantly that there never will

be justice Can you accept that

TH TITNESS live with it but no

know there is not going to be justice yet during

those years believed that there is going to be

justice for this heinous for this criminal thing.

While you were in the camps you believed there

10 would be

11 There would be justice.

12 Was that something that helped

13 Kept us alive that there will be justice one day

14 for this criminal thing for this inhuman

15 degradation.

16 How does that form who you are or how you feel now

17 today 1983 to know that that has come to bear

historically and may or may not dont know what

19 you think.

20 Well it does create bitterness because you know

21 WIFE Especially when you read story

22 like this guy Barbee who was Nazi and who had

23 been involved in all kinds of inhuman acts and then

24 was brought here or came here and was supported by

25 this government and it scares the hell out of you.



DAUGHTER What would have been justice

though To bomb the whole country and make sure

that there is never another German living again

RealistiCally maybe thats gut feeling.

You see all these functionaries all these people

who participated who were instrumental who did it

you know with their own hands and all the killing

and deprivation they got away scott free. They

werent punished. What kind of punishment did they

10 have few years somewhere and thats it But

11 can you imagine the enormity of the crime millions

12 and millions of people children women men old

13 people young people killed in such an inhuman way

14 its beyond imagination and yet

It seems to me that in some sense there can be no

16 justice but there can be learning and dont

17 think the learning has occurred. think thats

18 what fundamentally lacking. dont think the

19 world has learned from the Holocaust.

20 No they didnt learn because there was no learning

21 process very little was written about it or told

22 and mean

23 Inaudible

24 What was it small paragraph in text book about

25 what was happening during World War II Very



little. As matter fact am pretty sure in

many countries theres hardly any mention.

DAtJGPTER wonder what Germany does

now.

dont know maybe now there is little more but

right after the war the first generation they

completely kind of whitewashed this whole thing

that there was no existence of anything. Maybe now

the third generation which is learning now may be

10 more aware because there is maybe need to learn

11 little more about it but for many many years the

12 German used the German school child wasnt

13 learning anything

14 WIFE That happened in this country

15 also.

16 about it.

17 WIFE took look at high school text

18 book history text book number of years ago and

19 was absolutely shaking to my core there was one

20 paragraph on World War II that dealt with

21 extermination of millions of people Jew and

22 otherwise.

23 Well you cant erase in order to bring justice

24 you cant erase nation or people but you can

25 bring the functionaries of that nation the
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perpetrators you can bring to justice and that

wasnt done absolutely.

DAUGHTER Well the thing is Israel

has tried to do some of that but when they have

new identities by now

THE WITNESS Im not talking about one

or two individuals or Nuremberg trial where you

have 20 or 30 people. Itm talking about that

machine which was grinding in other words all

10 these functionaries they were the actually hands

11 which perpetrated this crime and these people got

12 off scott free.

13 As matter of fact you know in the

14 early 50s all these the Nazification courts

15 those people were de-Nazified and begin again as

16 functionarieS in the present government in present

17 Germany policeman became policeman again

18 functionary who maybe worked mean not maybe

19 but worked for the Gestapo became functionary in

20 police functioning in the present government.

21 mean thechange --

22 The world not iearnck

23 Basically not. You know k1ranything like this

24

25
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WIFE But. these are not sophisticated

nations. Were talking about sophisticated

cultures and its happening if you will and close

to one of the most sophisticated countries in the

world United States. So you have like not too

far from your doorstep all kinds of terrible

things. Genocide is happening every day in

Guatemala.

DAUGHTER Genocide Yeah guess you

10 could call it that.

11 Theres absolutely no question that thats exactly

12 whats going on in Honduras and Guatemala and El

13 Salvador.

14 DAUGHTER Its true no one has

15 learned.

16 WIFE No no.

17 Cambodia.

18 Same thing in Cambodia constant killing.

19 WIFE Inaudible.

20 Well you take highly developed country like

21 Argentina and see what was happening in the last

22 ten years. Thousands and thousands of people were

23 disappearing you know and this

24 WIFE Whats his name

25 Found floating body here --
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WIFE Timmerrnafl is his name Timmerrnafl.

DAUGHTER wonder why it keeps

happening mean despite the fact that people

havent learned why mean what is it

The need for cliques to hold cut to power power

power the structure which they think is theirs to

own and not to share with anybody and this is

constant

DAUGHTEP Will there ever be man like

10 Hitler who could do what Hitler did to that

ii magnitude

12 Hitler got away with exactly what he could get away

13 with you know and

14 DAUGHTER He came at the right time

15 He also tested his limits. There were things they

16 couldnt get away with in the beginning he got away

17 with subsequently. So its important not just to

18 focus on what you know

19 He was

20 Who Hitler was.

21 The reason why he became what he was is because we

22 let him.

23 DAUGHTER Thats right.

24 England France United States we let him do it.

25 We let him do it.



WIFF We had the same thing with

Franco if you will. We let him.

DAUGHTER whatever they can get away

with. Is Russia scary because of that too the

power thing Does that do you think the United

States should be worried

dont think there is too much worry. Obviously

you should. The power structure in Russia will try

to not only perpetrate but to strengthen their

10 strategies to other areas but they are not that

11 foolish to risk any kind of confrontation any

12 sort with any other power.

13 The thing is if we allow them they

14 will. Slowly they will nibble away here and nibble

15 away here. But obviously there again you have

16 structure which is depriving large segment of

17 population in large area of inaudible.

18 They dont allow you know self

19 expressiOn. There are nations which are completely

20 subjugated to them and their population has you

21 know is completely swallowed up in structure

22 which doesnt allow them any personal freedom.

23 Thats in the name of dont know what Mein

24 Rampf to the benefit men who are doing all these

25 things.
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WIFE Theyre protecting themselves.

Well possibly. They know better whats good for

you suppose might he the reasoning for it all

WhO knows.

Well do you think you got something out

of all this

Ihopeso.

Interview concluded.
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